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Patient stories
The Clubleys
Ann and Michael Clubley were the first couple in Bolton to receive the Covid-19 vaccination
as part of the community roll out for people aged 80 and over.
Both aged 80, the Clubleys were thrilled to be first in line at Tonge Moor Health Centre on
December 15, as part of the first phase organised by Turton Primary Care Network.
The couple were quite active in the community prior to the pandemic, with Michael enjoying
home games at BWFC and gardening. Ann was a volunteer at her local primary school,
reading to the children, and also worked at the nearby RSPCA charity shop.
The pandemic has meant that they could only enjoy walks together and join video calls with
friends. Their two daughters work with the public and they wished to protect their parents
with limited and socially distanced visits.
On the day of their vaccine, the couple arrived early and were the focus of media attention –
being the first. They have enjoyed a little bit of celebrity status ever since, mainly from
people who didn’t realise how old they were!
Ann said of the process: “We found the experience quick and efficient. The staff were very
pleasant.
“We are more than grateful to our wonderful NHS for providing us with this vaccine and
hopefully stopping this awful illness.”
The couple said they felt a ‘bit achy’ a few days after having the vaccine, along with a
headache, but they anticipate having the vaccine will make them feel more confident about
mixing with others.
Since then arrangements have been put in place for hundreds more over 80s to receive the
vaccine in Bolton. In addition, staff and residents at a care home have also received their
vaccines as the gradual roll out of care homes has also commenced.
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